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U.S. net trailer orders continued to moderate in
February, falling 23% from January to a total of 23,100
units, according to FTR Research. Although orders
fell month-over-month, they were still 64% above
February last year.
Don Ake, FTR Vice President of Commercial Vehicles,
predicts 2021 will be another “fantastic” year for the
trailer industry once the supply chain stabilizes. (See
related story on Pages 6 and 7.)
Preliminary reports from ACT Research indicated
February’s net order volume of 24,200 trailers was up
82% from the same month last year. However, this
was down 21% from January 2021 bookings. This
preliminary market estimate should be within 5% of
the final order tally, according to Maly.
“Given last year’s COVID-related softer economy,
year-over-year improvement for net orders is a
foregone conclusion over the next few months.
February’s sequential decline in net orders was a bit
larger than seasonal patterns would project but was
directionally correct,” said Maly.
Maly also commented that with many OEMs
reporting their capacity committed for the year, there

may be some reluctance to push the backlog horizon
out even further, on both the part of OEMs and fleets.
“The backlog horizon will be pulled forward
in response to higher OEM build rates. February
preliminary numbers indicate that goal remains
elusive, with minimal increases in production rates last
month. Our discussions indicate that staffing remains
the primary headwind impeding higher production,
with component and material supplies also noted
as concerns. Fleets want to add more trailers to
their operations but would certainly like more
advantageous delivery time frames,” said Maly.
The Transportation Demand Index is very
strong. Chronic shortages around the world have
pushed prices up double-digits in most modes of
transportation. Rail and trucking were showing the
fastest rates of growth M/M, suggesting that some of
the supply chain urgency to get products back in stock
is softening (that slowly lowers demand for air cargo).
The global semi-trailer market is projected to grow to
$41.2 billion by 2025, at a compounded annual growth
rate of 5.6%.

Trailer Orders
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION:
Member Pricing:
$49
Non-Member Pricing: $89
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FORGE
C O M P A N Y

Established in 1942, The Wallace Forge Company
has more than 78 years’ experience as a leading
manufacturer of American Made heavy,
medium, and light duty parts for the truck and
trailer industry.

AMERICAN MADE PINTLE HOOKS AND KING PINS
www.WallaceForge.com - (800) 328-1203

IHS Markit U.S. Business Outlook
U.S. Business Confidence Remains Strong in February, but Costs Expected to Rise Further

The latest IHS Markit Business Outlook survey
indicated that business optimism among U.S.
private sector firms was solid in February. At
+31%, the net balance of firms expecting a
rise in output over the coming year was the
joint-highest since October 2018. Moreover, the
net balance was broadly in line with the global
trend (+32%).
At the sector level, there was a broad
divergence in business confidence trends. While
manufacturers registered the strongest degree
of optimism in future production since October
2014, service providers were less upbeat than in
the previous survey period.
Opportunities for growth were widely
linked to hopes of an end to the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic and lifting of restrictions.
This was especially pertinent for service sector
firms who commonly stated that reduced socialdistancing measures and a successful vaccine
roll-out will help boost client demand and
support new sales.
That said, risks to the outlook due to the
pandemic persisted, with ongoing uncertainty
as to when economies will be able to reopen
and when business conditions normalize. A
large number of respondents also stated that
higher costs for PPE and raw materials due
to greater global demand for inputs, as well
as transportation and supplier delays, could
adversely impact operations. Some companies
also noted difficulties finding suitable staff
to fill current vacancies, U.S. business activity
expectations and challenges keeping their
employee turnover low.

EMPLOYMENT & INVESTMENT
PLANS
Overall expectations regarding employment
improved in February. The net balance of firms
forecasting a rise in staffing numbers rose to
+19%; the highest for two years. The uptick
in predictions was led by manufacturers. At
+34%, the net balance of goods producers
that expect workforce numbers to increase
was the strongest since June 2012. The net
balance of service providers anticipating
higher employment was unchanged from that
seen in October (+16%). On the investment
front, private sector firms were slightly less
upbeat than last October. The moderation in
expectations were largely driven by service
providers, as manufacturers indicated improved
forecasts for capex and R&D spending over the
coming year.

INFLATION EXPECTATIONS
Private sector firms anticipate a rise in both staff
and non-staff costs over the coming year, with
net balances increasing from those seen last
October. At +32%, the net balance of companies
expecting a rise in non-staff costs was the
highest since data collection began in October
2009. The net balance of firms that foresee an
increase in staff costs also rose, and at +28%,
was the greatest since the series started in
October 2018. Subsequently, more companies
anticipate raising their selling prices over the

next 12 months. The respective net balance rose
from +19% last October to +24%, which marked
the highest reading since October 2015.

CORPORATE EARNINGS
Despite fears of stronger inflationary pressures
in the coming year, firms were upbeat regarding
the outlook for profitability. At +25%, the
net balance of firms expecting higher profits
reached the strongest since February 2019.
Commenting on the U.S. Business Outlook
survey data, Siân Jones, Senior Economist at IHS
Markit, said, “U.S. private sector firms remained
upbeat in February, with confidence regarding
future output unchanged from that seen in
October. Hopes of an end to the pandemic and
resulting pick-up in demand drove optimism
but concerns regarding the longevity of the
virus outbreak were still apparent.”
“As has been seen in recent national
PMI surveys, price pressures and supplier
shortages were key concerns for companies.
Manufacturers and service providers alike
foresee sharp upticks in staff and non-staff costs.
That said, goods producers were much more
confident of being able to pass on a greater
proportion of the price rise. “
“On the whole, manufacturers were more
confident of a recovery in operating conditions
than their service sector counterparts as
ongoing social-distancing and travel restrictions
continued to hamper demand for services.”
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North American Transborder Freight Down 2.9%
Transborder freight between the U.S. and North

Canada was down 4.5% while

American countries (Canada and Mexico) in

U.S.-Mexico was down 1.3%.

January 2021 showed slight declines in January.
•

•

The value of total truck freight

$94.3 billion of transborder freight moved

moved was $61.1 billion (64.8% of all

by all modes of transportation and was

transborder freight), and by border

down 2.6% compared to December 2020

breaks down as follows:

and down 2.9% compared to January 2020.

•

Trucks moved $61.1 billion of freight, up
0.9% compared to December 2020, and up

of all northern border freight)
•

0.1% compared to January 2020.
•

•

•

U.S.-Canada: $26.6 billion (58.1%
U.S.-Mexico: $34.5 billion (71.1%
of all southern border freight).

Railways moved $13.9 billion of freight,

The top three busiest truck border

down 1.9% compared to December 2020,

ports (45.3% of total transborder truck

and up 3.7% compared to January 2020.

freight) were:

Compared to December 2020, total U.S.-

•

Laredo, TX ($14.8 billion)

Canada freight was down 3.7% while U.S.-

•

Detroit, MI ($8.4 billion), and

Mexico was down 1.4%.

•

Ysleta, TX ($4.5 billion).

Compared to January 2020, total U.S.-

(47.6% of total transborder truck freight) were:
•

Computers and parts ($11.7 billion)

•

Electrical machinery ($9.6 billion), and

•

Vehicles and parts ($7.8 billion).

The top three truck commodities shipped

GLOBAL REACH
LOCAL PRESENCE
THE PREFERRED SUPPLIER OF
THE TRUCK AND TRAILER
INDUSTRY FOR MORE
THAN 40 YEARS!

We specialize in the safety critical wheel end components
the market relies on.
Offering cost competitive Imperial and Metric size fasteners
in a full range of material types and finishes, in addition to
packaging and logistic solutions to meet your needs.
Visit our new website: www.okabe-inc.com for more information

Doing Our Best to Provide You the Best

NO MORE CRACKED WELDS

The Flex CornerTM design
creates flexibility to eliminate
corner cracking. Scan the QR code
below to see how!

FULL CLEANOUT FIRST TIME EVERY TIME

Lightening fast cycle times and rapid clean-out tub
get you in and out of the site faster than ever. Scan
the QR code below to see how!

BETTER STABILITY AND LONGER
SERVICE LIFE

3 pivot points per side and a 8” lower
tub means your side dump stays stable
even in the most demanding job sites.
Scan the QR code below to see how!

WATCH NOW!
Scan the QR code or go to:
https://bit.ly/2Zxff92

The Next Generation of Circle R
Don’t miss the new Demco Side Dump!

www.demco-products.com • 1.800.543.3626
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Manufacturing Growth Hindered by Supply
Chain Disruption

Economists are currently predicting a positive
outlook for manufacturing over the next 18 to 20
months. Manufacturing will likely see significant
increases through the third quarter of 2021, but
there will eventually be a flatting of the growth
curve through the third quarter of 2022. The
automotive, aerospace, machinery, primary
metals, and fabricated metals industries may
slow up somewhere between the third quarter
of 2021 and summer of 2022, depending on
which forecasting model you follow.
Deloitte projects, based on the Oxford
Economic Model, an annual manufacturing GDP
growth level of 3.5% for 2021.
In May 2020, just 34% of respondents to a
National Association of Manufacturers (NATM)
quarterly outlook survey expressed optimism
about their companies’ future. Flash forward
to the first quarter of 2021, most surveyed
organizations say they plan to be in recovery
mode until mid- to late-2021.
Strong leadership to manage through
uncertainty and to build organizational

resiliency has been cited as key to future growth
opportunities. Planning for worst-case scenarios
or unexpected events no longer seems dramatic,
it is now a standard practice for corporate
survivability. (See related article on Page 10).
The greatest and probably most obvious
inhibitor to manufacturing growth right now
is supply chain disruption. Getting component
parts and raw materials to keep up with demand
will continue to be disrupted. Depending on
the material and source, some disruptions could
continue into 2022. All those shortages mean
higher prices for available resources.
Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell
has referred to this as “transitory inflationary
pressures,” meaning prices will return to normal
once the supply chain recovers. The question is
whether manufacturing growth can overcome
the interim rising cost of materials.
Other issues could impact manufacturing. A
potential federal minimum wage increase to $15
per hour, and the potential increase of federal
unemployment insurance benefits have been

discussed for several years. There is a proposed
funding push for enforcing federal antidiscrimination laws that would expand the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission’s ability
to collect more information from employers
regarding earnings gaps that may exist based
on race and gender. Changes are anticipated to
employment laws, including affirmative action
compliance, required diversity and inclusion
training for employees, disclosure of labor
law violations, the consideration of workplace
conditions as a factor in awarding government
contracts, and required signing of neutrality
agreements whereby employers pledge not to
interfere with union-organization.
IT’S OFF THE CHAIN! BUT WHY?
COVID-19 lockdowns as well as severe weather
resulted in temporary plant closures. This
combined with dramatic changes in demand
caused a ripple effect in the supply chain.
Congestion at various ports; outdated
technology; and petro-chemical, plastics
Continued on Page 7
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Manufacturing Growth Hindered by Supply
Chain Disruption…Continued from Page 6

and other raw materials shortages have also
significantly contributed to disruptions. Protests
and riots disrupted supply chains.
According to the Wall Street Journal, West
Coast ports are being impacted by changing
trade patterns, losing to the East Coast and
Canada, among other competitors. NATM
reports Asian imports are still primarily coming
into the West Coast, but Canadian ports are
also getting into the game, offering cheaper
transportation services that undercut U.S.
costs. The New York/New Jersey Coast port
has become the second-busiest port in
the U.S. while West Coast freight networks
including railroads and trucks are struggling
to handle demand after limiting personal
operations due to COVID-19, reports the
Wall Street Journal.
“Reshoring” or “near sourcing” will be a
leading trend in 2021 as manufacturers try to
reduce or eliminate dependency on materials
produced abroad. While many have already
taken steps, this will help manufacturers remain
resilient to future disruptions and provide a

much-needed boost to the economy.
Cyber attacks have also created concerns.
This is an area of growing concern across all
industries because there is an immeasurable
amount of data flowing through a supply chain
on any given day.
SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT
On a more positive note, IDC Corporate USA
predicts by the end of 2021 that 90% of all
manufacturing supply chains will have invested
in the technology and business process
necessary for resiliency, resulting in productivity
improvements of 5%. The Capgemini Research
Institute says 66% of organizations they
surveyed stated their supply chain strategy
will need to change significantly to adapt.
According to Allthingssupplychain.com, to
achieve resiliency and recovery capacity, supply
chains need to build three critical components:



Visibility and end-to-end shipment
tracking;
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Velocity with the real-time flow of
information; and



Responsiveness to quickly act on the
insights that are presented by the
data.

MarketWatch reports cloud-enabled smart
manufacturing platforms help in identifying
inefficiencies and bottlenecks that can
streamline manufacturing processes. These
manufacturing platforms provide real-time data
collection and monitoring helping to improve
productivity.
“The supply-chain industry stands amidst
unprecedented times. “However, the future
holds great promise. By embracing innovation
in the form of various technologies, the industry
is all set to face the challenges in the times
to come and help businesses achieve greater
operational efficiency,” states Dan Weinberger,
CEO of Morpheus.Network, in an article
published on SupplyChainBrain.com.

SIDUMP’R TRAILERS
The Evolution of Work is Faster,
Stronger, and More Reliable!!

WWW.SIDUMPR.COM

CALL US TODAY

1-888-SIDUMPR (743-8677)

2500 E 23RD ST.

Columbus, NE 68601

EMAIL US

sales@sidumpr.com

Here for what
you need.
Delivering what
you want.

Proud to be apart of the industry

BMO Transportation Finance’s legacy in the truck & trailer industry dates back
over 45 years. We understand what it takes to survive in the good times and
the challenging times. Let us put the experience of our local sales force to
work helping your business quickly create finance and banking solutions
customized to meet your needs.
• Loans & leases
• Inventory financing
• Dealer lease financing
• Seasonal payment structures

• Owner occupied real estate financing
• Asset based lending
• Treasury and payment solutions
• Private banking & succession planning

Visit bmotf.com to learn more.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Nothing herein shall be construed as an approval or commitment to finance or for provision of other service by Bank of Montreal and its affiliates to any person.
All transactions are subject to final investment/credit approval by Bank of Montreal and the execution of mutually satisfactory definitive documentation. Nothing contained herein
shall be construed as any guarantee or promise of profitability or generation of revenue of any kind whatsoever. Nothing contained herein constitutes tax, accounting, financial or
legal advice by Bank of Montreal to any person. 2020 BMO Harris Bank N.A. Member FDIC

THE BIG NUMBER
VENTURE CAPITALISTS EYE
TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY
INVESTMENTS IN 2021

Despite the
unpredictability
and disruption
brought on by
the pandemic,
venture
capitalists
invested $10
billion more in
2020 than in
2019. In fact, venture capital mega-funds (e.g.,
asset management of $1 billion or more) and
mega-rounds of $100 million or more in 2020
were also much great than in 2019. According
to the National Law Review, there were 14
new venture capital mega-funds totaling $27
billion and 306 new mega-rounds totaling $68
billion.
Analysts say disruption breeds opportunity
for entrepreneurs and venture capitalists
alike to explore burgeoning industries.
Merger and acquisition (M&A) transactions
will be supported by pent-up demand,
strong corporate balance sheets, high stock
valuations of acquirers and low interest
rates, according to David Blumberg, Founder

$68,000,000,000

& Managing Partner, Blumberg Capital.
This is also an extremely attractive time for
distressed M&A’s. Economic stress causes
some businesses to pause or flounder, making
them ripe for those with growth capital, a
solid business plan, and marketing resources
to realize missed opportunities.
Experts point to the untimely demise of
businesses that find their way into takeover
are often run by leaders who failed to adapt
and change with the times. Whereas leaders
who realize how a business needs to catalyze
change — or at a minimum recognize the
need for change —are most likely to succeed.
Some of the top markets that investors
are watching in 2021 focus primarily on
automation, transportation, and healthcare,
according to Forbes.
A survey by Supplychainquarterly.com
indicates a 26% increase in companies that
plan to add robotics and other technologies
to streamline their operations in 2021.
Amazon tripled its revenues from $100
billion to $300 billion despite the cost of
increased shipping and fulfillment to the
tune of $50 billion in 2020. The company
reports that due to a 35% decrease in worker
productivity, it plans to increase automation
that will ultimately provide $18 billion in
projected warehousing cost savings. Amazon

purchased Kiva, a robotics company in
2016, for $775 million. The company saved
$22 million in each warehouse where the
technology was deployed for a total savings of
$2.5 billion.
Autonomous vehicle investment continues
to focus on accelerated adoption of mobile,
digital, and automation technologies to
move freight and reduce long-term costs
more efficiently. According to the website
Truckinginfo.net, there are an estimated 15.5
million trucks that currently operate in the U.S.
Among them, about 2 million are semi-trailers
that transport goods across the country.
Increasing route efficiency, supplementing
existing fleets where a driver shortage exists,
lowering maintenance costs, improving safety,
alleviating congestion on public roads, and
other benefits continue to offer numerous
venture capital opportunities.
Climate technology, infrastructure spending,
hybrid work solutions, healthcare, biosciences,
and pharmaceuticals are also top of mind for
venture capitalists. These are all tricky in that
they are heavily dependent on government
policy. Biotech and pharmaceutical ventures
are predicted to exceed $20 billion for the
second consecutive year, according to
Pitchbook analysts.

Start 2021 with a
Proven Investment
With decades of experience, Havco is your best source for dry-freight floors. Don’t
settle for second best. Invest with the proven company.
F U S I O N F LO O R
Fusion Floor by Havco is THE ONLY PROVEN COMPOSITE FLOOR. Backed by decades
of documented success, it can deliver the strength, longevity and ROI you need.
L A M I N AT E D OA K
Don’t be misled by other manufacturers who use the term “hardwood” to describe
weaker woods like maple. Havco uses 100% oak —100% of the time.
P R OT E CT I V E C OAT I N G S
Protect your investment with an added layer of defense against moisture, chemicals
and more. From our Floor Shield Topcoat, to our HD Undercoat, Havco literally has
you covered.

Learn more about all our products at the new havco.com, or call us today at 800-792-4040.

LEADING THE

INTERMODAL
EVOLUTION
Globally Sourced,
North americaN made
Offered in 3 different warranty
specifications – 5,7 and 10
years. Specialized to meet the
unique needs of each customer.
• Superior Quality & Safety
• Low true cost of ownership
over life of chassis

the Next GeNeratioN
of chaSSiS iS here

WWW.CIEMANUFACTURING.COM

PHONE: 877.711.0725
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
TRAILER ORDERS
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TRAILER ORDERS
During ACT Research’s Seminar #64 in February 2021, Frank Maly, Director of Commercial Vehicle Transportation Analysis, discussed how the trailer
industry has gone from famine to feast as well as opportunities and challenges ahead. While 2020 proved predicting the future is darned near
impossible at times, Maly did review some important factors we do know (at least for now). As solid trailer orders continue with minimal cancellations,
there is currently a seven-month backlog. This is fairly similar to backlog numbers we saw in March 2019.

DRY VANS LEAD TRAILER ORDERS
Dry vans continue to drive the market with a monthly potential for approximately 18,000 units while some vocational segments are still a bit soft.
Total industry production capacity is round 30,000 trailers per month. OEMs are struggling to increase volumes in the midst of staffing challenges and
component shortages caused by supply chain disruptions.

FLATBEDS & THE CONSTRUCTION MARKET
The flatbed market is predicted to remain stable through year-end. However it is important to keep on eye on the construction market. Winter
weather had an impact on everything from shipping to new home sales. New home sales in 2021 may be impacted by increasing interest rates,
increasing costs of raw materials, the high unemployment rate that is still hovering at the 10 million mark, and the volume of existing homes on the
market.
The severe winter weather in the South Central region of the country in mid-February accounted for the bulk of declines in industrial production
output for the month. Most market groups posted losses in February, with the largest decrease of 14.5% coming from chemical materials resulting
from shutdowns at plants producing petrochemicals and plastic resins. Consumer energy products posted the only noteworthy increase, jumping
5.6% on a surge in utility output.
Data from the first quarter U.S. Chamber of Commerce Commercial Construction Index reveals construction contractors are growing more
optimistic, mostly driven by a rise in revenue expectations. They also have better outlooks on hiring and equipment spending plans as business
concerns related to the coronavirus pandemic lessen. However, in the commercial construction sector, steel and aluminum tariffs will likely have a
high level of impact over the next three years. While the industry plans to spend more money on tools and equipment, finding skilled labor is just as
much a problem in the construction industry as it is in the trailer industry.

Since we set out Dorsey has been committed to building the most durable trailers on the road.
That commitment combined with dedicated customer service
has kept Dorsey an all around favorite for the long haul.

FLATBED
visit DorseyTrailer.net for information.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT:
NEW ORDERS

Transportation Equipment: U.S. Total — Seasonally Adjusted
New Orders [Billions of Dollars]
300.00

U.S. Transportation Equipment New Orders are
at $256.58 billion, up from $248.12 billion last
month, and up from $83.13 billion one year ago.
This is a change of 3.41% from last month and
208.6% from one year ago.
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Manufacturers' New Orders: Transportation Equipment

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT:
SHIPMENTS

U.S. Transportation Equipment: Shipments — Seasonally Adjusted
[Billions of Dollars]
100

U.S. Transportation Equipment Shipments are at
$86.02 billion, up from $85.37 billion last month,
and up from $82.54 billion one year ago. This is
a change of 0.76% from last month and 4.21%
from one year ago.
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THANK YOU...

to the Fontaine Dealer Network for providing unmatched customer service
and for being part of the best sales and support team in the industry.

Fontaine Dealers Deliver the Best!

www.fontainetrailer.com
©2020 Fontaine Commercial Trailer Company • NTDA-R3
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
TRUCK TONNAGE INDEX

Truck Tonnage Index
140.0

American Trucking Associations’ advanced
seasonally adjusted (SA) For-Hire Truck
Tonnage Index decreased 4.5% in February
after rising 1.8% in January. In February, the
index equaled 110 (2015=100) compared
with 115.2 in January. The February drop
was impacted by severe winter weather.
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Trucking serves as a barometer of the U.S.
economy, representing 72.5% of tonnage
carried by all modes of domestic freight
transportation, including manufactured and
retail goods. Trucks hauled 11.84 billion tons
of freight in 2019. Motor carriers collected
$791.7 billion, or 80.4% of total revenue
earned by all transport modes.

Vs. Baseline

Source: American Trucking Associations (seasonally adjusted truck tonnage)

•
•
•
•

Weight Optimized Design
Industry Standard Components
Fully Integrated Axle Connection
Ease of Model Interchangeability

• Large Diameter Axle
• Standard Geometry for Easy-Fit Up
• Renowned Dexter Durability

www.dexteraxle.com

www.hendrickson-intl.com

Hendrickson Trailer Commercial Vehicle Systems designs
innovative, lightweight, high-performing suspension
systems and components for the heavy-duty commercial
trailer industry. Our innovative expertise enable us to
bring cutting edge solutions to the market including
ULTRAA-K® lightweight, low-maintenance slider system;
Hendrickson MAXX22T™ optimized trailer air disc brake
system and ZMD® ZERO MAINTENANCE DAMPING®
shockless ride technology.

Actual product performance may vary depending upon vehicle configuration, operation, service and other factors.
©2021 Hendrickson USA, L.L.C. All Rights Reserved. All trademarks shown are owned by Hendrickson USA, L.L.C., or one of its affiliates, in one or more countries.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
INDEX

Industrial Production Index
115

In February, total industrial production
decreased 2.2%. Manufacturing output
and mining production fell 3.1% and 5.4%,
respectively; the output of utilities increased
7.4%.
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Vs. Baseline

Source: Federal Reserve of the United States

The severe winter weather in the South
Central Region of the country in midFebruary accounted for the bulk of the
declines in output for the month. Most
notably, some petroleum refineries,
petrochemical facilities, and plastic resin
plants suffered damage from the deep
freeze and were offline for the rest of the
month. Excluding the effects of the winter
weather would have resulted in an index for
manufacturing that fell about a 1/2 percent
and in an index for mining that rose about a
1/2 percent.

Cleveland Made Quality Since 1923

TOUGH TRUCK & TRAILER LOADS

Designed & Manufactured
With Durability In Mind.

DEMAND A TOUGHER SOLUTION.

We Are Dedicated to
Stock & Availability.

How Fast Can We Deliver For You?

🇺

DC Vibrators • Pneumatic Piston Vibrators • Portable Options • Made in the USA
clevelandvibrator.com • (216) 241-7157 • #VibrationEducation

Trust the Team With 95+
Years of Experience
Behind Them.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
MANUFACTURING INDEX

Manufacturing Index
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Economic activity in the manufacturing sector
grew in February, with the overall economy
notching a ninth consecutive month of growth,
according to the nation’s supply executives
in the latest Manufacturing ISM® Report On
Business®. Timothy R. Fiore, CPSM, C.P.M., Chair
of the Institute for Supply Management® (ISM®)
Manufacturing Business Survey Committee
said, “The manufacturing economy continued
its recovery in February. Survey Committee
members reported that their companies and
suppliers continue to operate in reconfigured
factories. Issues with absenteeism, shortterm shutdowns to sanitize facilities, and
difficulties in hiring workers remain challenges
and continue to cause strains that limit
manufacturing-growth potential.”

MANUFACTURING AT A GLANCE
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•
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The February Manufacturing PMI® registered 60.8%, an increase of 2.1% percentage points from the January reading of 58.7%. This figure
indicates expansion in the overall economy for the ninth month in a row.
The New Orders Index registered 64.8%, up 3.7 percentage points from the January reading of 61.1%.
The Production Index registered 63.2%, an increase of 2.5% percentage points compared to the January reading of 60.7%.
The Backlog of Orders Index registered 64%, 4.3% percentage points above the January reading of 59.7%.
The Employment Index registered 54.4%, 1.8% percentage points higher from the January reading of 52.6%.
The Supplier Deliveries Index registered 72%, up 3.8% percentage points from the January figure of 68.2%.
The Inventories Index registered 49.7%, 1.1% percentage points lower than the January reading of 50.8%.
The Prices Index registered 86%, up 3.9% percentage points compared to the January reading of 82.1%.
The New Export Orders Index registered 57.2%, an increase of 2.3% percentage points compared to the January reading of 54.9%.
The Imports Index registered 56.1%, a 0.7% percentage point decrease from the January reading of 56.8%.
Demand expanded, with the (1) New Orders Index growing at a strong level, supported by the New Export Orders Index expanding at a
faster rate, (2) Customers’ Inventories Index remaining in “too low” territory (at 32.5%, tying its all-time low), and the (3) Backlog of Orders
Index growing 4.3 percentage points compared to January.
Consumption (measured by the Production and Employment indexes) contributed positively (a combined 4.3 percentage point increase) to
the Manufacturing PMI® calculation. Five of the top six industries reported moderate to strong expansion. The Employment Index expanded
for the third straight month, but companies continue to note significant difficulties in attracting and retaining labor at their companies and
supplier facilities.
Inputs — expressed as supplier deliveries, inventories, and imports — continued to indicate input-driven constraints to production expansion,
at higher rates compared to January, as indicated by the Inventories Index returning to contraction territory and another month of slowing
supplier delivery performance. Imports marginally slowed in the period, driven by port backlogs. The Prices Index expanded for the ninth
consecutive month, indicating continued supplier pricing power and scarcity of supply chain goods.

BETTER
SUSPENSIONS
BETTER
ENGINEERING
BETTER
VALUE

GET BETTER WITH RIDEWELL
The RAR-266 Trailer Air-Ride Suspension is a fully integrated large
diameter axle suspension system. It has the optimum balance of weight and
performance, and is the better choice for a large range of applications.

www.ridewellcorp.com

®

800.641.4122 | info@ridewellcorp.com
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
Total Manufacturing: U.S. Total
Manufacturers' Shipments, Inventories, and Orders
Seasonally Adjusted Value of Shipments [Millions of Dollars]

ALL MANUFACTURING: U.S. TOTAL
U.S. Manufacturing Shipments is at a current
level of $513.27 billion, up from $503.72 billion
last month, and up from $499.59 billion one
year ago. This is a change of 1.90% from last
month, and 2.74% from one year ago.
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U.S. DURABLE GOODS:
NEW ORDERS

Durable Goods: U.S. Total — Seasonally Adjusted New Orders
[Millions of Dollars]

New orders for manufactured durable goods in
January increased $8.5 billion (or 3.4%) to $256.6
billion. Excluding transportation, new orders
increased 1.4%. Excluding defense, new orders
increased 2.3%. Transportation, up eight of the
last nine months, led the increase, $6.1 billion
(or 7.8%) to $85.1 billion.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
U.S. DURABLE GOODS:
INVENTORIES

U.S. Total Durable Goods Inventories
Seasonally Adjusted Inventories [Millions of Dollars]

Inventories of manufactured durable goods
in January, down two consecutive months,
decreased $1.4 billion (or 0.3%) to $424.3
billion. This followed a 0.2% December
decrease. Transportation equipment, also
down two consecutive months, drove the
decrease, $2.3 billion (or 1.5%) to $145.7
billion.
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Nondefense new orders for capital goods in
January increased $4.6 billion (or 6.5%) to
$75.6 billion. Defense new orders for capital
goods in January increased $2.5 billion (or
20.2%) to $14.8 billion.
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U.S. HEAVY-DUTY SHIPMENTS

Heavy Duty Truck Manufacturing: U.S. Total — Seasonally
Adjusted Value of Shipments [Millions of Dollars]

Shipments of manufactured durable goods
in January, up eight of the last nine months,
increased $5.1 billion (or 2.0%) to $260.6
billion. This followed a 2.1% December
increase. Machinery, also up eight of the last
nine months, led the increase, $1.1 billion
(or 3.6%) to $33.2 billion.
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Unfilled orders for manufactured durable
goods in January, up following seven
consecutive monthly decreases, increased
$1.0 billion (or 0.1%) to $1,072.6 billion.
This followed a 0.2% December decrease.
Fabricated metal products, up nine
consecutive months, led the increase, $0.9
billion (or 1.2%) to $78.6 billion.
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Shipments increased $2.6 billion (or 3.5%) to
$77.1 billion. Unfilled orders decreased $1.5
billion (or 0.3%) to $586.8 billion.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
U.S. CAPACITY UTILIZATION

U.S. Cappacity Utilization: Total Industry

U.S. Capacity Utilization: Total Industry is at
75.55%, compared to 74.88% last month, and
76.88% last year. This is lower than the longterm average of 80.05.%
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U.S. LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION

U.S. Labor Foce Participation
Percent by Month —
Not Seasonally Adjusted

The labor force participation rate remained
at 61.4% in February. This measure is 1.9
percentage points lower than the value a year
earlier. The employment-population ratio, at
57.6%, changed little over the month but is
down by 3.5 percentage points over the year.
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The number of persons employed part-time
for economic reasons, at 6.1 million, changed
little in February. However, it is up by 1.7 million
over the year. These individuals, who would
have preferred full-time employment, were
working part-time because their hours had
been reduced or they were unable to find fulltime jobs.
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In February, the number of persons not in the
labor force who currently want a job was
6.9 million — little changed over the month
— but up by 1.9 million over the year. These
individuals were not counted as unemployed
because they were not actively looking for work
during the last four weeks or were unavailable
to take a job.

www.onewaytrailers.com
sales@onewaytrailers.com
(866) 458-2600

MOVE YOUR TRAILERS SAFELY
C O A S T - T O

-

C O A S T

For 20 years, Onewaytrailers has completed one-way trailer moves for dealerships across the
country. Our network consists of over 13,000 of the most qualified motor carriers in the country,
ready to move your new or used trailers anywhere throughout North America. Every carrier is
meticulously vetted to ensure that only the safest and most reliable motor carriers are moving your
trailers. We personally obtain each carrier’s insurance certificates from their agent, so your
equipment is fully covered in the event of any accident.
Save money and get your trailers moved faster than ever with Onewaytrailers. Signing up is free, easy,
and you don’t pay until your trailer is set with a qualified motor carrier.

Q U A L I F I E D

M O T O R

C A R R I E R S

CHOOSE BETWEEN OFFERING
THE TRAILER AS A LOAD-OUT
OR TOW-AWAY

24/7 CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Choose to have your trailers listed as
load-out or tow-away. The motor
carrier set on your trailer will then
have the option to load the trailer
with their own freight or haul it empty
right to your destination.

We have a representative available
24 hours per day, every day of the
week. They’re available to help with
updates on your trailer, coordinate
changes in pick-up or drop-off, and
more. You’re always taken care of.

N AT I O N W I D E

Only the best
motor carriers.
Whether it’s a new or used trailer, it needs to
be delivered safely and without any damage.
Unlike others, we only accept motor carriers
that we’re confident will get the job done right.
We personally comb through years of safety
and inspection history to determine if a motor
carrier is a good fit. We also personally obtain
all necessary insurance certificates directly
from their agent so you’re covered every
second.

6 months of authority minimum with a clean
safety record. We cross-check multiple
databases to check for chameleon carriers.
Sufficient inspection record and maintenance
history
Non-owned, trailer interchange, cargo, and
auto/liability insured amounts must match the
value of your trailer

WORLDWIDE EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE, LLC.

|

(866) 458-2600

|

www.onewaytrailers.com

|

sales@onewaytrailers.com
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

U.S. Unemployment Rate
Percent Month-Over-Month

U.S. employers added 379,000 to their
payrolls in February, increasing hopes that
vaccinations and reopenings are giving the
economic recovery a firmer grip. While most
increases came in leisure and hospitality, retail
and manufacturing payrolls also showed some
growth. Losses in employment by state and
local governments — mostly in education —
pared the overall increase, however. Harsh and
unusually cold weather in February further
held down gains.
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U.S. CONSTRUCTION SPENDING

U.S. Total Construction Spending
Seasonally Adjusted Total Construction [Millions of
Dollars]

Construction spending during January 2021
was estimated at a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of $1,521.5 billion, 1.7% (±0.7%)
above the revised December estimate of
$1,496.5 billion. The January figure is 5.8%
(±1.0%) above the January 2020 estimate of
$1,437.7 billion.
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Spending on private construction was at a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of $1,160.0
billion, 1.7% (±0.5%) above the revised
December estimate of $1,140.9 billion.
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More than four million people quit the labor
force in the last year, including those sidelined
because of child care and other family
responsibilities or health concerns. They are
not included in the official jobless count. With
them and other misclassified workers, the
jobless rate is close to 10%. The jobless rate
combined with the unemployment rate is
close to 17%.
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In January, the estimated seasonally
adjusted annual rate of public construction
spending was $361.5 billion, 1.7% (±1.2%)
above the revised December estimate of
$355.5 billion. Educational construction
was at a seasonally adjusted annual rate
of $89.9 billion, 0.1% (±1.3%)* below the
revised December estimate of $90.0 billion.
Highway construction was at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of $107.8 billion,
5.8% (±3.1%) above the revised December
estimate of $101.9 billion.
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U.S. Economic Snapshot
NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

New Residential Construction
Single Family Units [Thousands of Units]
2021 Compared to 2020

February was an atypical month as new home
sales were down 18% month-over-month but
were still a bit higher year-over-year, up 8.2%.

100

Residential construction was at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of $713.0 billion in January,
2.5% (±1.3%) above the revised December
estimate of $695.7 billion. Nonresidential
construction was at a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of $447.0 billion in January, 0.4% (±0.5%)*
above the revised December estimate of $445.2
billion.
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U.S. INFLATION RATE

U.S. Inflation Rate

The annual inflation rate for the U.S. is 1.4% for
the 12 months ended January 2021, matching
the prior increase, according to U.S. Labor
Department.
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Privately-owned housing starts in January
were at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
1,580,000. This is 6.0% (±16.4%)* below the
revised December estimate of 1,680,000 and is
2.3% (±13.9%)* below the January 2020 rate of
1,617,000. Single-family housing starts in January
were at a rate of 1,162,000; this is 12.2% (±11.3%)
below the revised December figure of 1,323,000.
The January rate for units in buildings with five
units or more was 402,000.
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In January 2021, prices had increased by 1.4%
compared to January 2020. This statistic shows
the 12-month percentage of change in the
consumer price index, respectively the monthly
inflation rate for goods and services in the
U.S. The data represents U.S. city averages. In
economics, the inflation rate is a measure of
inflation, the rate of increase of a price index (in
the below case: consumer price index). It is the
percentage rate of change in price level over
time. The rate of decrease in the purchasing
power of money is approximately equal.
Economists are predicting an annual inflation
rate of 2.24% in 2021 compared to 0.62% in
2020.

Ship
Smarter
with
Better
Savings

Whether you’re receiving orders from manufacturers or shipping
outbound to customer dealers, you need reliable shipping options
that don’t break the budget. With the NTDA Shipping Program,
managed by PartnerShip®, members have access to affordable
freight rates and exclusive discounts on select FedEx® services.

PartnerShip.com/94NTDA
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Canada Economic Snapshot
CANADA WHOLESALE SALES

Canada Wholesale Sales
In Billions of Dollars (CAD) - Seasonally Adjusted

Canada wholesale sales are at a current level of
$69.20 billion (CAD), up from $66.57 billion last
month. This is also up $64.01 billion from last
January. This is a 3.95% change from last month
and a 8.11% change from a year ago.
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This jump reflects growth of more than 10% in
the machinery, equipment and supplies, and
the building material and supplies subsectors.
The last time the wholesale trade sector
recorded growth that strong, other than the
rebound following the COVID-19-induced
decline in April 2020, was in December 2014.
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Source: The Monthly Wholesale Trade Survey presents estimates of monthly sales for wholesale
merchants in Canada, providing information on the performance of the wholesale trade sector as an
important indicator of the health of the Canadian economy. In addition, the business community uses
the data to analyze market performance.

Canada Manufacturing Shipments are at a
current level of $56.42 billion, up from $54.57
billion last month. This is also up $55.66 billion
from last January. This is a 3.08% change from
last month, and a 1.06% change from a year
ago. Manufacturing sales increased in eight
provinces in January, led by Ontario and
Quebec. Newfoundland and Labrador posted
the largest decline.
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The motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts and
accessories subsector saw the largest decline
over that period, falling from 17.4% in January
2020 to 15.7% in January 2021.

CANADA MANUFACTURING
SHIPMENTS

Canada Manufacturing Shipments
Percent Month-Over-Month - Seasonally Adjusted

0.00%

Growth in machinery, equipment and
supplies and in building material and supplies
subsectors accounts for roughly 90% of the
changes in the wholesale sector over the past
year.

Nov

Dec

Following a 0.4% gain in December, unfilled
orders rose 2.3% to $87.5 billion in January on
higher unfilled orders in the transportation
equipment (+2.0%) and primary metals
(+14.2%) industries. The machinery industry
posted the largest decline (-2.3%). The total
value of new orders increased 6.1% to $58.2
billion in January, up 3.4% year over year
and the highest level since August 2019. The
transportation equipment industry contributed
the most to the gains in January. New orders of
motor vehicles declined 8.7%.
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Canada Economic Snapshot
CANADA REAL GDP BY INDUSTRY:
TRANSPORTATION AND
WAREHOUSING

Canada Real GDP by Industry:
Transportation and Warehousing
In Billions of Dollars (CAD) - Seaonally Adjusted Annual Rate
100

Canada Real GDP by Industry: Transportation
and Warehousing is at a current level of $72.12
billion (CAD), up from $71.62 billion last month,
and down from $90.31 billion a year ago. This
is a change of 0.71% from last month, and
-20.14% from one year ago.
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CANADA CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

Canada Consumer Price Index
Percent Month-Over-Month Seasonally Adjusted

The Canadian Consumer Price Index (CPI)
rose 1.1% year-on-year (y/y) in February, up
from 1.0% in January. The rise in inflation was
entirely a matter of higher gasoline prices,
which moved into positive territory and were
up 5% year-on-year in February (up from -3.3%
y/y in January). Excluding gasoline, inflation
would have decelerated to 1.0% (from 1.3% in
January).
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Seasonally adjusted, the index was up 0.1%
month-on-month, slowing from 0.4% in
January. Price growth was led by transportation
prices (including gasoline), which rose 0.9%.
Food and shelter prices were both up 0.3% on
the month.

-1.50%
2021
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Source: Statistics Canada — The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is an indicator of changes in consumer
prices experienced by Canadians. It is obtained by comparing, over time, the cost of a fixed basket
of goods and services purchased by consumers. Since the basket contains goods and services of
unchanging or equivalent quantity and quality, the index reflects only pure price change.

Higher prices at the gas pumps were the driver
in February and will continue to push inflation
higher over the next several months. Gasoline
prices have continued to rise through March
and are likely to push the year-on-year headline
CPI metric to 2.5% next month.

Insurance Solutions for the Trailer Industry

NTDA-Preferred
Insurance Program

Property
General Liability
Product Liability
Workers’ Compensation
Crime/ERISA
Umbrella/Excess
Dealers Open Lot
Garage Liability
Garage Keepers
Personal (home, auto, etc.)
Employment Practices Liability

Becky Harding, CPCU
Director of Association Programs
844.784.4438 | bharding@jdfulwiler.com
www.jdfulwiler.com

This NTDA-preferred program has
availability for all companies, regardless
of size. We provide consistent
underwriting guidelines you can count
on from underwriters who are experts
in the trailer industry.
At JD Fulwiler & Company Insurance
we are dedicated to serving NTDA
members and affiliates with
our specially-designed
Trailer Dealers Assure program.
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Canada Economic Snapshot
CANADA INFLATION RATE

Canada Inflation Rate
3.00%

The Consumer Price Index for Canada was 138.9
in February 2021. The inflation rate year-over -ear
was 1.1% (compared to 1.0% for the previous
month). Inflation from January 2021 to February
2021 was 0.5%.
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Prices for consumer goods (+1.0%) rose at a
faster year-over-year pace in February compared
with January (+0.1%), mostly because of higher
gasoline prices. The price increase for services
slowed year over year in February (+1.2%)
compared with January (+1.9%). Lower clothing
prices (-7.1%) largely contributed to the yearover-year price decline for semi-durable goods
(-3.5%) in February.
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Source: Statistics Canada

CANADA UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

Canada Unemployment Rate
16.00%

The Canada Unemployment Rate was 8.20% in
February 2021, compared to 9.40% in January
2021. This is up from 5.7% in February 2020.
The February rate is higher than the long-term
average of 8.19%.
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Employment increased by 259,000 (+1.4%) in
February after falling by 266,000 over the previous
two months. Both part-time (+171,000; +5.4%)
and full-time (+88,000; +0.6%) work increased.
Among those working part-time (less than
30 hours per week) in February, almost onequarter (23.8%) wanted a full-time job. This was
up from less than one-fifth (18.5%) 12 months
earlier. February employment increases were
concentrated in jobs paying $17.50 per hour or
less, reflecting monthly growth in industries with
a high proportion of low-paying jobs.
In early February, public health restrictions put
in place in late December were eased in many
provinces. This allowed for the re-opening of
many non-essential businesses, cultural and
recreational facilities, and some in-person dining.
In contrast, Newfoundland and Labrador reintroduced a lockdown on Feb. 12.

Shur-Co® innovation combined with 25+ years
of Roll-Tite experience brings you the new
ShurTite™ Gen3™ retractable cover system!
Patent-pending design gives you access to
your load in less than 10 seconds, opens from
the driver side front with the push of a button
and rolls so much easier. The track is tougher
and lighter, the bows are more rigid and the
tarp tensions itself automatically!
LOK-TITE™ FRONT ELECTRIC RELEASE
• Removes Tarp Tension, Releases
Front Bow from Driver Side
TITETRAX™ TRACK SYSTEM
• 34% Lighter Than Magnum™ Track Rolls Easier, Won’t Collect Debris
™

DYNAMIC REAR TENSIONING
• Set It & Forget It! Automatically
Compensates for Changes
NEW FLAT HEADBOARD DESIGN
• Aerodynamic, Requires 3” of Deck Space

OUR BUSINESS IS COVERING YOURS!
Call 1.877.474.8726 or visit your local dealer to order.

FLATBED STOCK TARPS
Order our in-stock steel and lumber tarps for convenience and fast delivery – available when time
is of the essence but you don’t want to pay for a
custom tarp.
Standard features of our in-stock steel tarps are reinforced D-rings, hem with D-rings (no folds) and black
web. D-rings are carefully positioned between the
heavy-duty poly webbing and vinyl-coated tarp fabric,
then Z-stitched into place for added strength and
durability.
Standard features of our in-stock lumber tarps are a
universal 9-foot wide flap, vertical row D-rings, black
web and grab handles that are double stitched to prevent pullout. All D-rings and grommets are placed 24
inches on center.

www.shurtite.com

1.877.474.8726

NTDA has partnered with
CardConnect to provide members
with simple and secure payment
processing.
Leveraging CardConnect’s CardPointe
platform for your payments needs
means you always win:
Interchange Optimization: We automatically include Level 2/
Level 3 data with every transaction, so you’ll always qualify
for the lowest possible rates

Patented Tokenization: Cardholder data is replaced with a string
of random characters that cannot be reversed - so if breached,
no meaningful value is exposed

PCI-Certified Point-to-Point Encryption: In tandem to the
tokenization process, cardholder information is encrypted
and stored in our off-site vault

LEARN MORE
Nyla Crum

nylacrum@cardconnectpartners.com | 949.525.3629

PRODUCT
INNOVATION
SINCE 1944
WE ARE A GLOBAL LEADER IN THE MANUFACTURING
OF TARP SYSTEMS AND TRAILER ACCESSORIES
At Aero, we take pride in the research and development of our products.
Founded in 1944, the company’s heritage is rooted in customer service
and innovation. Our mission is to provide you with the most eﬃcient
and eﬀective solutions.
Aero manufactures a complete line of American-made products for dumps,
ﬂatbeds, refuse, agriculture and other trailer applications.

AeroBox
AeroForce S2S
AeroForce F2B

side-to-side

front-to-back

AeroForce ROC

roll-oﬀ container

aeroindustries.com
800.535.9545

DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITES AVAILABLE
CALL 330-821-9900 TODAY TO LEARN MORE!

IT’S THE DETAILS THAT MATTER
Trailstar’s Commitment to quality combined with our attention to details assures our
customers they are purchasing the best performing trailers the market has to offer.
With the highest of standards and the best components available,
your custom built trailer will rise above all others on the road.

330-821-9900 • www.TRAILSTARINTL.com

SAFE CARGO SECUREMENT

Chains
Slings

New ratchet load binder DoRa
So short... and yet so long!

Nets

Winches & Hardware

Load Binders

Ratchet & Winch Straps

Doleco USA, Inc.
290 Pratt St. Meriden, CT 06450
T: 203-440-1940

sales@doleco-usa.com
www.doleco-usa.com

—
PARTNER WITH PRESTIGE TRAILERS.
Grow your business with Prestige Trailers. Dealer opportunities are available throughout the U.S.

HIGHWAY DRIVEN SINCE 1980.
Since 1980, Prestige Trailers has been manufacturing the toughest
trailers on the road. Our commitment to cutting-edge product
design, the latest in manufacturing equipment, and a proud and
dedicated team has enabled us to meet the evolving needs of the
transportation industry for 40 years.

PRESTIGETRAILERS.COM/INQUIRE

From Prestige’s line of steel, combo, and aluminum hopper trailers,
flatbeds and drop decks, our attention to quality and customer care
simply can’t be matched. Prestige Trailers. With you for the long
haul.

Experience MAC Trailer,

Experience Excellence

Now with even more dealer locations
across the United States!

From Dumps to Flatbeds,
Transfers to Tanks,
MAC Trailer has what
you are looking for!

Experience Excellence

Corporate Office 1-800-795-8454

• www.MACtrailer.com

